Chromosome 22q has become recently a region of interest for prostate cancer. We identified previously a logarithm of odds (LOD) of 2.42 at chromosome 22q12.3. Additionally, this region has been noted by eight other studies, with linkage evidence ranging from LOD of 1.50 to 3.57. Here, we do fine mapping and localization of the region using a pedigreespecific recombinant mapping approach in 14 informative, high-risk Utah pedigrees. These 14 pedigrees were chosen because they were either ''linked'' or ''haplotype-sharing'' pedigrees or both. ''Linked'' pedigrees were those with significant pedigree-specific linkage evidence (LOD, >0.588; P < 0.05) to the 22q12.3 region, regardless of the number of prostate cancer cases sharing the segregating haplotype. ''Haplotype-sharing'' pedigrees were those with at least five prostate cancer cases sharing a segregating haplotype in the 22q12.3 region, regardless of the linkage evidence. In each pedigree, the most likely haplotype configuration (in addition to the multipoint LOD graph for linked pedigrees) was used to infer the position of recombinant events and delimit the segregating chromosomal segment in each pedigree. These pedigree-specific chromosomal segments were then overlaid to form a consensus recombinant map across all 14 pedigrees. Using this method, we identified a 881,538-bp interval at 22q12.3, between D22S1265 and D22S277, which is the most likely region that contains the 22q prostate cancer predisposition gene. The unique Utah extended high-risk pedigree resource allows this powerful localization approach in pedigrees with evidence for segregating predisposition to prostate cancer. We are mutation screening candidate genes in this region to identify specific genetic variants segregating in these pedigrees.
Introduction
Prostate cancer is the most common noncutaneous cancer in men in the United States, with an estimated 234,460 new cases and 27,350 deaths in the United States in 2006 (1) . Although dietary and environmental factors are clearly involved in the etiology of prostate cancer, family history has been uniformly found to be the best predictor (2) . To date, multiple genome-wide linkage scans have been published using different ascertainment criteria, linkage approaches, and disease definitions. It has become clear from the general inconsistency of results that there is not only significant genetic heterogeneity for prostate cancer predisposition but also problems with power and high rates of sporadic cases, which hinder gene localization efforts. Our approach here was to focus on a region with good linkage evidence across several, although by no means all, linkage studies and to do statistical recombination mapping in Utah high-risk pedigrees to define the most likely region containing the prostate cancer predisposition gene.
Chromosome 22q has become recently a region of interest for prostate cancer. In our own genome-wide linkage scan, the second best linkage peak [hetereogeneity-adjusted logarithm of odds (HLOD), 2.42] was identified on chromosome 22q in pedigrees with a maximum of three generations (3) . This region has also been noted in several other studies. Lange et al. (4) observed a LOD of 2.35 in African American prostate cancer pedigrees. Janer et al. (5) observed a HLOD of 2.21 in pedigrees with five or more affected men. Cunningham et al. (6) reported LODs between 1.0 and 2.0 in subset analyses for late age at diagnosis and five or more affected relatives. Xu et al. (7) identified a LOD of 1.5 in 188 prostate cancer families having at least three first-degree relatives with prostate cancer. This linkage signal increased to 2.06 when the same resource was analyzed for clinically significant prostate cancer (8) . Stanford et al. (9) observed a HLOD of 1.90 among men with aggressive disease. This region was also noted in a two-locus multigroup analysis in conjunction with chromosome 21q22 (P = 1.9 Â 10 À5 ; ref. 10 ).
Finally, chromosome 22q was the most compelling peak and only significant finding in the combined genome-wide scan from 10 groups done by the International Consortium for Prostate Cancer Genetics (ICPCG), with a HLOD of 3.57 in an analysis of 269 pedigrees with five or more affected men (11) . This combined ICPCG analysis included overlapping pedigrees from some of the above-mentioned studies, but in some cases, disease definition and, for Utah, pedigree structure differed from the original studies. Six of the 10 ICPCG groups had at least 10 pedigrees in the ''five or more affected men'' subset analysis and four indicated LOD of >1.0 in the same chromosome 22q region [113 pedigrees from Johns Hopkins University (LOD, 1.22), 10 pedigrees from Mayo Clinic (LOD, 2.05), 16 pedigrees from the University of Michigan (LOD, 1.57), and 49 pedigrees from the University of Utah (LOD, 1.31)]. The Utah high-risk prostate pedigree resource has been particularly notable for its ability to significantly confirm previously reported prostate cancer loci (Neuhausen et al. (12) for HPC1; Farnham et al. (13) for HPCX) and for the localization and identification of HPC2/ELAC2 (14) . This is perhaps because the Utah pedigrees are ascertained for significant excess disease and multiple cases, both of which reduce the chance of only sampling clusters of sporadic disease. The unique nature of the extended, informative pedigrees, which are typically powerful enough to provide pedigree-specific linkage or compelling haplotype segregation evidence in a region, provides an advantage for gene localization. Genetic heterogeneity can be extremely problematic for localizing a linkage region because the noise from unlinked pedigrees can shift the linkage evidence and be misleading for fine mapping. Therefore, the ability to focus on linked pedigrees and pedigrees with substantial haplotype sharing is beneficial. Here, we report our fine mapping and localization of the chromosome 22q region using 14 extended, high-risk prostate cancer pedigrees from Utah.
Subjects and Methods
Utah resource. The Utah high-risk pedigrees were ascertained for excess prostate cancer using the Utah Population Database (UPDB; 15), which combines an extensive genealogy consisting of Utah pioneers and up to 10 generations of their descendants, with information from the Utah Cancer Registry. Fifty-nine pedigrees containing at least four prostate cancer cases and for which all prostate cancer cases were no more distantly related than by two meioses were studied in our previous genome-wide scan (3). The chromosome 22q region identified was at chromosome 22q12.1 to 22q13.1 (D22S689 to D22S445), with D22S685 being the marker position with the highest heterogeneity LOD (2.42).
This study was approved by the appropriate University of Utah institutional review board and informed consent was obtained from all human subjects.
Fine-mapping pedigrees. In our previous genome-wide analysis (3), we used a pedigree splitting approach to reduce the effect of intrafamilial heterogeneity. In brief, the approach iteratively removes the top founders creating smaller pedigrees. The details of this approach may be found in Camp et al. (3) . Using that approach, the best linkage evidence was in the maximum three-generation splits of the full Utah pedigrees. Nine such ''three-generation'' pedigrees were identified to be linked to the region (individual pedigree multipoint LOD, >0.588; P < 0.05). In addition, in the full pedigree structures, six pedigrees were identified with substantial haplotype sharing in the absence of significant linkage evidence (5 or more prostate cancer cases sharing a segregating haplotype). These 15 pedigrees were initially selected for our fine-mapping efforts. For linked pedigrees that were splits of larger pedigrees, fine-mapping markers were added to the four-generation pedigree (extending upward one generation and down to all additional descendants). This was done so that we could assess whether the linked haplotype segregated beyond the three-generation subpedigree. For haplotype-sharing pedigrees, fine-mapping markers were added to all descendants below the hypothesized entry point of the shared segregating haplotype.
Genotyping. Genotyping for the seven genomic search markers was done previously by the Center for Inherited Disease Research (CIDR). Laboratory methods used by CIDR are described in detail at the CIDR Web site. 1 An additional 14 fine-mapping microsatellite markers were genotyped, resulting in resolution of 1.1 cM across the region of interest (Table 1) . Puregene DNA isolation kits (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, MN) were used to extract DNA from blood buffy coats. PCR products were analyzed on ABI 377 fluorescent sequencers. We used CheckErrors, which assesses Mendelian inheritance of alleles to detect inheritance incompatibilities and assign probabilities to each involved individual. 2 Samples with a high probability of causing the observed inheritance incompatibility were set to missing. All cM positions, cytogenetic bands, and bp positions for the genetic markers were taken from the University of California Santa Cruz Genome Bioinformatics Web site. 3 Linkage analysis. Linkage analysis was done using MCLINK, (16), a Markov chain Monte Carlo method. The most likely haplotype configuration for each pedigree was also determined using MCLINK. Marker allele frequencies were estimated using genotype data for all typed subjects (17) . The prostate cancer inheritance model used was that originally presented in Smith et al. (18) . This is a strict dominant model with a disease allele frequency of 0.003. The penetrance for affected men who carry the disease allele is 50% and for those that do not carry is 0.05%. Unaffected men under 75 years and women are considered unknown. Unaffected men >75 years are considered 2.27 times more likely not to carry the disease allele.
Classic parametric multipoint LOD scores under the dominant ''Smith'' model were calculated for all 15 pedigrees. In addition, the most likely haplotype configurations for each pedigree were examined to identify haplotype sharing. Pedigrees exhibiting haplotype sharing in the absence of linkage evidence were also studied because, although the ''Smith'' model has been proven empirically over many studies to be powerful, it is extremely intolerant to non-haplotype-sharing prostate cancer cases, especially close prostate cancer relatives. We considered pedigrees with at least five prostate cancer cases sharing a segregating haplotype to represent substantial sharing.
Recombinant mapping. For each pedigree with a LOD of >0.588, the profile of the multipoint LOD graph was used to infer recombinant events. These statistically inferred recombinant events were determined as follows: a sharp change in multipoint LOD of >0.5 LOD units was used to indicate a loss in sharing (recombination). With perfect information content, the LOD will dramatically decrease at the recombinant event. However, in the more likely scenario of imperfect information content, the LOD may decrease over several cM and across several markers. The innermost (high) position before the change in LOD indicates the innermost position of the recombinant, and the outermost (low) position after the LOD change indicates the outmost position of the recombinant event. To remain conservative, we report the outermost recombinant positions. For each haplotype-sharing pedigree, the shared chromosomal segment is identified from the most likely haplotype configuration as estimated from MCLINK. The first nonshared marker at each end of the shared region indicates the outermost position of the recombinant event(s). Multiple recombinant events can occur in a pedigree, or the recombinant haplotype may be inherited to many prostate cancer cases. We therefore inspected the segregating haplotypes in all pedigrees, assessed all recombinants and the number of prostate cancer that share the recombinant haplotype. Consensus region. For each pedigree, the shared chromosomal segment is identified and overlaid to create the consensus region. The minimal onerecombinant consensus region is the region defined by at least one recombinant at each side. Similarly, two-and three-recombinant consensus regions can be defined. We define these larger multirecombinant regions to provide a more conservative identification of our region of interest. If we consider a sporadic rate of 15%, the probability that two recombinants occur by chance in sporadic prostate cancer cases is low (2.3%) and that three recombinants occur by chance is very low (0.3%).
Results
Linkage evidence was reassessed for all 15 pedigrees using the additional 14 fine-mapping markers. One of the previously linked pedigrees no longer indicated a LOD of >0.588 (P < 0.05) with the *Aggressive disease determined as PSA >20 ng/mL, high stage (regional or distant) or grade (poorly or undifferentiated). cSkin melanoma. bPedigree 14315a is a three-generation split of 14315b, which is the four-generation pedigree.
x Colon and lip cancers. k Breast, kidney, lip, liver, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, oral, small cell lung, squamous cell lung, and urinary/bladder cancers. { Colon, lip, kidney, and esophageal cancers. **14305 is the full pedigree that contains haplotype-sharing pedigrees 14305a and 14305b (see Table 3 ). ccColon cancer (Â2), leukemia, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, and lentigo melanoma. bbUterine cancer. additional markers and also did not have at least five haplotype sharers and hence was dropped from further consideration. All of the haplotype-sharing pedigrees maintained at least five haplotype sharers, with increased resolution for the shared segment. Table 2 describes pedigree characteristics for the 14 fine-mapping pedigrees.
To show the determination of recombinant events from a LOD graph profile, Fig. 1 indicates an example of a pedigree-specific Figure 2A indicates the pedigree drawing for pedigree 14342, which indicates the segregating haplotype that corresponds to the recombinant events indicated in Fig. 1 . To show an example of a haplotype-sharing pedigree, Fig. 2B shows pedigree 14102 where six of eight prostate cancer cases share a segregating haplotype, but no significant linkage evidence exists (pedigree-specific LOD, 0.215). Table 3 shows the summary of linkage evidence, haplotype sharing, and chromosomal sharing for all 14 fine-mapping pedigrees. Each pedigree-specific chromosomal segment shared has been graphed in Fig. 3 such that the consensus regions can be seen. The minimal one-recombinant region is at chromosome 22q12.3 between D22S1265 (39.06 cM) and D22S277 (40.73), a 1.67-cM region measuring 881,538 bp in size. Eleven genes reside in this region: RAXLX, HMG2L1, TOM1, HMOX1, MCM5, RASD2, MB, LOC284912, APOL6, APOL5, and RBM9 (listed centromeric to telomeric). The two-recombinant region was found to be between D22S685 (38.79 cM) and D22S1045 (44.75 cM), a 5.96-cM region measuring 2,940,752 bp, and the three-recombinant region was between D22S281 (38.55 cM) and D22S1045 (44.75 cM) .
In an attempt to elucidate factors that may have led to the linkage evidence to chromosome 22q, we investigated characteristics of the 76 prostate cancer cases who were haplotype carriers, in addition to general characteristics of the pedigrees. No specific prostate cancer characteristics of the haplotype carriers were evident. Chang et al. (8) and Stanford et al. (9) identified their best linkage evidence with clinically significant and aggressive disease, respectively. However, in the 66 haplotype carriers for whom we had stage, grade, or prostate-specific antigen (PSA) data, less than one third (21 haplotype carriers) showed evidence of severe disease by either high PSA (PSA, >20 ng/mL) or high stage or grade. Cunningham et al. (6) observed their best evidence in a late onset subgroup (prostate cancer onset, >65 years). However, in our study, approximately half (36 of 75) indicated earlier onset (onset, V65 years) and half (39 of 75) later onset (onset, >65 years), with one missing value. Survival also did not seem to distinguish the haplotype carriers. The observed 5-year survival of the haplotype carriers (both effects of cancer-related and noncancer deaths) was 72.6%, which closely matches the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) observed 5-year survival of 74% (19) . Finally, we considered multiple cancers. Five of the 76 haplotype carriers were additionally diagnosed with at least one other cancer (one prostate cancer case had two other cancers); however, all six of these cancers were different (oral, lip, hepatic, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, esophagus, and lentigo melanoma). Pedigree characteristics were a little more concordant with prior studies. Janer et al. x In the three-generation pedigree ( for which the LOD corresponds), there are five haplotype sharers, but in the full four generation pedigree, there are seven sharers. k Pedigrees with a and b suffices have a common ancestor (but different segregating haplotypes).
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www.aacrjournals.org considered in this fine-mapping effort contained at least five prostate cancer cases. Xu et al. (7) identified their chromosome 22q evidence in pedigrees with at least three first-degrees prostate cancer cases. All pedigrees considered here also contained at least three first-degree relatives. Finally, in a two-locus epistatic analysis, Chang et al. (10) found evidence for interaction of chromosome 22q with chromosome 21q22. Our results for this are less compelling. Only 2 of the 14 pedigrees (one linked and one haplotype sharing) attained nominal linkage evidence (LOD, >0.58) at 21q22. Hence, the most consistent result for identification of linkage is in heavily loaded and dense prostate cancer pedigrees of moderate size.
Discussion
We have used 14 high-risk Utah pedigrees and identified 76 predisposition haplotype carriers in the 22q12.3 region. Thirty-one recombinant events were inferred in the haplotype carriers, some of which were inherited by up to five prostate cancer cases. All recombinants taken together identified a consensus region with no conflicts. The one-recombinant consensus region defined a 881,538-bp interval containing 11 genes (RAXLX, HMG2L1, TOM1, HMOX1, MCM5, RASD2, MB, LOC284912, APOL6, APOL5, and RBM9). Of these 11 candidate genes, HMOX1 and MCM5 have been the most studied with respect to cancer (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) , with some studies specific to prostate cancer (34) (35) (36) . Several studies focused on the expression of the HMOX1 gene [heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1)], with overexpression of HO-1 repeatedly shown to provide a cell growth advantage. The MCM5 gene is a cell cycle regulator and a reasonable candidate gene. The minichromosome maintenance (Mcm) proteins are essential for DNA replication, and expression of Mcm proteins implies the potential for cell proliferation. The HMG2L1, APOL6, and RBM9 genes have also been studied with cancer (37) (38) (39) (40) .
If we consider the 22q12.3 candidate locus as the larger three-recombinant region, the physical size is still relatively small (3,229,136 bp) and contains only an additional 20 genes (APOL3, APOL4, APOL2, APOL1, MYH9, TXN2, FLJ23322, EIF3S7,  CACNG2, RABL4, PVALB, FLJ90680, NCF4, CSF2RB, MGC35206, TST,  MPST, KCTD17, TMPRSS6 , and IL2RB). All of these additional genes are telomeric of the one-recombinant region as there is a gene desert centromeric of D22S1265. In terms of prior evidence of involvement of any of these genes in cancers, studies of MYH9, PVALB, and IL2RB appear in the literature (41) (42) (43) (44) .
The next step of our research in the Utah pedigrees is to test these candidate genes; we are currently mutation screening several of these genes in linked pedigrees. Our mutation screening set comprises two haplotype carriers from each pedigree. One haplotype carrier from each pedigree is screened for mutations, and if a putative variant is identified, segregation is established by screening the second haplotype carrier. For this particular locus, we anticipate that the underlying predisposition variants may be reasonably common. Multiple lines of evidence support this suggestion. First, the evidence in the Utah resource for the chromosome 22q12.3 region was in the split pedigrees such that three generations was the maximum structure. This indicates that, in the full extended pedigree, structures that intrafamilial heterogeneity exists for 22q. This is borne out in the fine-mapping results. In each linked pedigree, we extended all three-generation subpedigrees to four generations, where possible, to locate the entry of the segregating gene in to the pedigree. Only in one of the eight linked pedigrees did the segregating haplotype appear to enter the pedigree higher than the three-generation piece analyzed, indicating that marry-in founders brought the gene into subpedigree. In addition, in two pedigrees (those denoted with the ''a'' and ''b'' suffixes in Table 3 ), we observed two independent segregating haplotypes in the same larger pedigree. Further, in 9 of the 14 pedigrees (5 linked and 4 haplotype sharing), we observed pedigree-specific recessive linkage evidence (LOD, >0.5) to the region. This indicates that, in sib-ships, the prostate cancer brothers often shared two alleles identical-by-descent, suggesting that the alleles are likely more common. Finally, this region has good replication evidence from multiple studies, which again indicates a more common gene frequency. In particular, one replication sample was identified under a recessive model (9) and another was of African descent (4), suggesting that this prostate cancer locus may have an extensive history.
This study shows the continued high utility of an extended high-risk pedigree approach. For this specific locus, threegeneration pedigrees were found to be most powerful, although smaller structures may not necessarily be the rule for all loci. Large, extended pedigrees can always be split into smaller structures to locate more common underlying variants, and the full pedigree structure can be maintained for rarer segregating variants. It must also be noted that the three-generation Utah high-risk pedigrees are larger than those usually seen in other linkage studies. These three-generation pedigrees remain powerful enough to be informative in a pedigree-specific approach, allowing for linkage evidence and haplotype sharing to be used to infer recombinant events and to delimit the region containing the putative disease gene. Such a pedigree approach becomes reasonable once substantial evidence exists for a region. The ability to do detailed analyses in the individual pedigrees, which are driving the resource-wide linkage evidence, is a unique and valuable approach that has largely been overlooked, but which provides a significant advantage to gene localization for the Utah resource.
In conclusion, there exists substantial evidence from multiple independent studies for a predisposition gene for prostate cancer at chromosome 22q12.3. We analyzed 14 high-risk pedigrees and identified an 881,538-bp interval, between D22S1265 and D22S277, which is the most likely region containing the 22q prostate cancer predisposition gene. The identification of segregating variants that explain prostate cancer predisposition in these pedigrees is our necessary next step.
